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MA THEMA TICS 
NOTES ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES, XVIA 
BY 
W. A. J. LUXEMBURG 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of April 24, 1965) 
This note is a continuation of earlier notes under the same title [2], [3]. 
In section 26 of Notc Vln we characterized the norm complete normed 
Riesz spaces L Q• In this note we shall deal mainly with the problem 
which properties of La are preserved under norm completion. Some of 
the main results arc the following. 
(i) The properties (A, i), (A, ii) and (A, iii) which were introduced and 
discussed in section 33 in Note X are all preserved under norm completion. 
As a consequence we obtain the interesting result that if La has (A, iii), 
then La has (A, ii) on an order dense ideal if and only if La has the Egoroff 
property. 
(ii) If La has the property (A, i), then its norm complction has the 
Egoroff property. 
(iii) The norm completion of a super Dedekind complete normed Riesz 
space may not be a-Dedckind complete. If we demand, however, that by 
the imbedding of La in its norm completion suprema and infima of arbitrary 
collections are preserved, then La is a-Dedekind complete, Dedekind 
complete and super Dedekind respectively if and only if its norm com-
pletion is a-Dedekind complete, Dedekind complete and super Dedekind 
complete respectively. 
59. Some preliminary results 
Let M be a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space L. Then M is said to be 
order dense in L whenever u=sup (v : O«v«u and v EM) for all O«u E L. 
The following theorem is a generalization of the only if part of Theorem 
29.10 in Note IX. 
The 0 I' e m 59 . 1 . Let L be an A rchimedean Riesz space and let JJI be 
a Riesz subspace ot L. Then M is order dense in L it and only it tor every 
o<u E L there is an element o<v EM such that V«U. 
Proof. Let O<u ELand let Uo«U be an upper bound of the set 
Mu={v: O«v«u and v EM}. If u-uo*O, then there is an element 
.1) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
of the U.S.A. under grant NSF-GP-213 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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O<Vo E JJf such that Vo<U-Uo<U. Then fot' all v EMu we have that 
v+vo<uo+ (U-UO)=ll, and so V+Vo EMu. Then Vo EMu and V+Vo EMu 
for all 11 EMu implies that kvo <; U for all k = 1, 2, ... , contradicting the 
assumption that L is Archimedean. 
If L is a Riesz space and if O<un t and O<un<vn t (O<un t and 
Un<Vn n, then under the assumption that Vn-Un to it is easy to see 
that inf Un (sup Un) exists if and only if inf Vn (sup vn) exists, and in 
that case inf un=inf Vn (sup un=sup vn). 
In the case of a normed Riesz space we can improve this result as 
follows. 
Theorem 59.2. Let LQ be a normed Rie8z 8pace. 
(i) If O<Un~, Un<Vn t and e(lln-vn) --+ 0 a8 n --+ 00, then inf Un 
exi8t8 if and only if inf Vn exi8t8, and in that ca8e inf Un = inf vn. 
(ii) If O<Un t, Un<Vn t and e(lln-vn) --+ 0 a8 n --+ 00, then sup Un 
exi8t8 if and only if sup Vn exi8t8, and in that ca8e sup Un = sup Vn. 
Proof. (i) Assume that infvn=u. Then 11l-inf(un,u)I<lun-vnl 
implies that e(u-inf (un, u)) --+ 0 as n --+ 00. Since u-inf (un, u) is in-
creasing in n it follows that U = inf (u, un) < Un fot' all n = 1, 2, .... Hence, 
Vn :> Un (n = 1, 2, ... ) implies that inf Un = U If, on the othet' hand, inf Un = u, 
then Vn:>Un:>U for all n= 1,2, .... Let Vn:>V for all n= 1,2, .... Then 
linf (un, v) - vi <; IUn -vnl (n= 1, 2, ... ) implies that e (inf (un, v) -v) --+ 0 as 
n --+ 00. Since v-inf (un, v) is increasing in n it follows that v=inf (un, v) < 
<Un for all n=l, 2, .... Hence V<U, and so infvn=u. 
(ii) Let sup Un=U. Then Isup (vn, u)-ul <; Iun-vnl implies that 
e (sup (vn, u)-u) -)- 0 as n --+ 00. Since sup (vn, u)-u is increasing in n 
it follows that u=sup (vn, u) for all n= 1,2, .... Hence, U>Vn for all 
n= 1,2 .... , and so Un<;Vn (n= 1,2, ... ) implies sup Vn=U. If, on the other 
hand, sup Vn=U, then Un<Vn<U for all n= 1,2, .... Let Un<V for all 
n= 1,2, .... Then Isup (vn, v)-vi < Iun-vnl implies that e (sup (v, vn)-
-v) --+ 0 as n --+ 00. Since sup (v, vn)-v is increasing in n it follows that 
v=sup (v, vn»vn for all n, i.e., V>U, and so sup Un=U. 
The following theorem is of similar nature. 
Theorem 59.3. Let LQ be a norm complete Rie8z 8pace. If O<;Un t, 
Un<Vn (n= 1,2, ... ) and u=infn SUPk Vn+k exi8t8, then !i'" e(un-vn)< 00 
implie8 that u = sup Un. 
Proof. It is obvious that Un<;U for all n= 1,2, .... Let O<un<v<ll 
(n= 1,2, ... ) and let wn=inf (vn, v). Then Wn<Vn (n= 1,2, ... ) and 
infn SUPk Wn+k = infn SUPk (inf (Vn+k, v)) = inf (infn SUPk Vn+k, v) = inf(u, v) = v. 
Obset'ving that Vn-Wn<;Vn-Un (n= 1,2, ... ) and that LQ is norm complete 
we obtain ISUPk Vn+k-SUPk wn+kl < !k~nlvk-Ukl, and so e (SUPk Vn+k-
-SUPk Wn+k) --+ 0 as n --+ 00. Note that !k~nlvk-Ukl exists since 
!i'" e(un-vn)<oo and LQ is norm complete. Hence, by Theorem 59.2, 
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u=infn SUPk vn+k=infn SUPk Wn+k=V, and so sup Un=U. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
60. Upper element8 and lower element8 in Le. 
Let Le be a normed Riesz space. By Le we shall denote the norm 
completion of Le. Then Le is a normed Riesz space and Le can be imbedded 
algebraically and isometrically into Le as a norm dense Riesz subspace. 
In fact, as was shown in section 38 of Note XII, the norm closure Le 
of Le in (L:)! may serve as a representation of Le in terms of a norm 
complete normed Riesz space of normal integrals on L:. 
Definition 60.1. An element O.;;;;u ELe will be called an upper 
(lower) element 01 Le il there exi8t8 an increa8ing (decrea8ing) sequence 01 
non-negative element8 O,;;;;un E Le (n= 1, 2, ... ) 8uch that e(u-Un) t 0 a8 
n -+ 00. The 8et 01 all upper element8 in Le will be denoted by Ue and the 
8et 01 all lower element8 in Le will be denoted by Ae. 
It is obvious that Ue and Ae respectively are Riesz subcones of the 
cone (Le)+ of the non-negative elements in Le. Furthermore, L: C Ue 
and L: CAe. 
Lemma 60.2. (i) II O,;;;;un E UI!' (n=l, 2, ... ), O,;;;;un t and e(un-
-u) t 0, then U E Ue. 
(ii) II o.;;;;ln E Ae (n= 1,2, ... ), O.;;;;ln t and e(ln-1) t 0 a8 n -+ 00, then 
1 E AI!. 
Proof. (i) For every n there exists an increasing sequence O,;;;;un,m t m 
in Le such that e(Un-un,m) t 0 as m -+ 00 (n= 1,2, ... ). Let Uk=SUP 
(Ul,k; ... , Uk,k), lc= 1,2, .... Then ui,k,;;;;uk,;;;;uk<u(i.;;;;k) implies that 
e(uk-uk).;;;;e(u-ut,k)(i.;;;;k). Hence, lim sup e(Uk-Uk).;;;;e(U-Ui) for all 
k-+oo 
i = 1, 2, ... , and so e( Uk - Uk) -+ 0 as k -+ 00. Thus {Uk} is an increasing 
e-Cauchy sequence such thate(u-uk) .;;;;e(Uk-Uk) +e(U-Uk) -+ Oask -+ 00, 
and hence U E Ue. The proof of (ii) is similar to the proof of (i). 
We shall now prove the following important approximation theorem. 
Theorem 60.3. II O';;;;.!ELe and il e>O, then there exi8t8 an element 
U E Ue 8uch that .!.;;;;U and eU-u)<e, or in other word8, every positive 
element 01 Le i8 the norm limit 01 a decrea8ing norm convergent 8equence 
01 upper element8. 
Proof. IfO.;;;;.! E Le, then there exists a sequence O.;;;;ln E Le (n= 1, 2, ... ) 
such that eCf- In) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. If e> 0 is given, then, by taking a 
00 
subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 2, e(/n+1-ln)<e. Let 
,,-1 1 
Un = In + 2, I /k+1 - Ik I (n= 1,2, ... ). Then Un+1 - Un = In+1 - In + I/n+1 -
k~l 
- Inl:> 0 (n= 1, 2, ... ) shows that the sequence {Un} is increasing. Further-
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n-l 
more, Un-Um=/n-Im+ 2 I Ik+ l--/kl (n>m) shows that {Un} is a 12-
k~m 
Cauchy sequence. Thus ~tn t u E UQ in norm. Since Un> In (n= 1,2, ... ) 
00 
it follows that u>1 and e(u-I)= lim e(un-In)< 2 e(fn+l-In) <8. 
n---+oo n=l 
In the following theorem we shall prove another important property 
of UQ• 
Theorem 60.4. Let LQ be a normed Riesz space. Then LQ= Ue - Ue, 
i.e., the cone UQ generates Le. 
Proof. First of all we shall assume that 0 <I E Le. Then there exists 
a e-Cauchy sequence O<ln E Le (n= 1,2, ... ) such that e(j- In) -+ 0 as 
00 n 
n-+oo and 2 e(fn+l-In) <00. Let un=ln+ 21/k+l-Ikl and let 
n n~l k~l 
vn= 2 l/k+l-/kl (n=l, 2, ... ). Then the sequences {Un} and {vn} are 
k~l 
increasing e-Cauchy sequences which converge in nOl'm to u E UQ and 
v E Ue respectively. Then un=ln+vn (n=l, 2, ... ) implies that u=l+v, 
and so I=u-v E Ue- Ue. Observe also that I<u and v<u. Secondly 
assume that IE LQ. Then 1=11 -12, where 0 <II and 0 <k Hence, there 
exist Ul, VI, U2 and V2 E Ue such that II = Ul - VI (Ul > VI) and 12 = U2 - V2 
(U2>V2). Thusl=ll-12=(Ul+V2)-(U2+Vl) E Ue-Ue. This completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
From Theorem 60.4 the following result, which is the Riesz-Fischer 
completeness theorem (Theorem 26.3 in Note VIII) for normed Riesz 
spaces, follows immediately. 
Theorem 60.5. (Riesz-Fischer completeness theorem). Le is norm 
complete il and only il Ue C Le, and in that case Ue = Le +. 
The following theorem parallels Theorem 60.3. 
Theorem 60.6. II o<IELe and il 8>0, then there exists an element 
o<i E Ae such that i<1 and eCf-i)<e, or in other words, every positive 
element 01 Le is the norm limit 01 an increasing e-Cauchy sequence 01 lower 
elements. 
Proof. We shall first show that if 0<1 E Le and I<u E Le, then for 
every e> 0 there exists an element 0 < i E Ae such that i <I and e(j - i) < e. 
To this end, observe that from Theorem 60.3 it follows that there exists 
an element U E Ue such that u,;;;;,u, u-I<u and e(u-u+I)<e. Then 
i=u-u E Ae and e(j-i)=e(j-u+u)<e. Now if O<IELe, then there 
exists a sequence O<ln E LQ (n= 1,2, ... ) such that e(j- In) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
Let In=sup(inf(j,/I), ... ,inf(j,ln)) (n=I,2, ... ). Then o<lnt and 
e(j - In) < e(j- In) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Then 0 <In < gn = sup (/1, ... , In) 
(n = 1, 2, ... ) implies, by what we have just shown, that there is an element 
in E Ae such that e(jn-in)<n-1 (n= 1,2, ... ), and in<ln (n= L 2, ... ). 
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Finally, sup (il, ... , in) EO.lie (n= 1,2, ... ) and e(J-sup (iI, •.• , in)) {, 0 as 
n --+ 00. 
Combining Theorem 60.3 and Theorem 60.5 we obtain the following 
approximation theorem. 
Theorem 60.7. For eveTY O<;JEOLe and every e>O there exist ele-
ments U EO Ue and i EO.lie respectively such that i.;;;;}<,u and e(u-i)<e. 
In general Ue i= (Le)+ as will be illustrated in Example 61.8. 
Theorem 60.8. Ue=(Le)+ if and only if .lie CUe. 
Proof. If Ue = (Le)+' then obviously .lie CUe. Conversely, if .lie CUe' 
then from Theorem 60.5 and Lemma 60.2 (i) it follows that Ue = (Le)+. 
'Ve obtain from this theorem the following interesting corollary. 
Corollary 60.9. If Le is an ideal in Le, then Le is norm-dense and 
super oTder dense in Le and Ue= (Le)+. 
We conclude with the following obvious theorem. 
Theorem 60.10. Le is an ideal in Le if and only if Le is locally norm 
complete, i.e., every order bounded e-Ca1(chy sequence in La has a norm 
limit in Le. 
61. The property (A, 0) 
Let Le be a normed Riesz space. We shall say that Le has thc property 
(A, 0) whenever e satisfies the following condition. 
(A, 0) O<,un EO Le (n= 1,2, ... ), Un {, 0 and e(un-um) --+ 0 as n, m --+ 00 
imply that e(un ) {, o. 
It was shown earlier in Theorem 38.1 of Note XII that (A, 0) is equiva-
lent to the statement that by the imbedding of Le into Le ** suprema 
and infima of monotone Cauchy sequences are preserved. For function 
norms the condition is equivalent to the statement that a normed function 
space has a Banach function space completion (cf. the discussion in sec. 38). 
We shall now present other consequences and characterizations of the 
property (A, 0). 
In the next lemma we collect, for later reference, some minor results. 
Lemma 61.1. (i) Property (A, i) (un {, 0 implies e(un) {, 0), and so 
(A, ii) (ur {, 0 implies e(ur ) {, 0) implies (A, 0). But (A, 0) does not imply (A, i). 
(ii) Property (A, iii) (O<,un t <'Uo implies{un } is a e-Cauchy sequence) 
does not imply (A, 0), and (A, 0) does not imply (A, iii). 
(iii) Property (A, Ii) is equivalent to property (A, 0) and property (A, iii). 
(iv) The Riesz-Fischer property t~ e(un) < 00 implies supn (UI + ... + un) 
exists) implies (A, 0). But (A, 0) does not imply the Riesz-Fischer property. 
(v) A weak Fatou norm (O<,un t U =- ke(u) <,supn e(un) for some fixed 
k> 0) has the property (A, 0). But the converse does not hold. 
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(vi) It cp E L~, then cP E L'; if and only if the seminorm e<p(·) = Icpl(I·1) 
has the property (A, 0). 
(vii) If LQ is locally norm complete (every order bounded e-Cauchy 
sequence in LQ has a norm limtt in LQ)' then (A, 0) holds. But the converse 
is false. 
(viii) O,;;;un t U and e(un-um) --+ 0 implies e(U-1,(,n) -I- 0 is equivalent 
to (A, 0). 
Proof. (i) The norm of 100 satisfies (A, 0) but not (A, i). 
(ii) The norm of Example 43.5 in Note XIV satisfies (A, iii) but not 
(A, 0). The 100 norm satisfies (A, 0) but not (A, iii). 
(iii) Note that (A, 0) and (A, iii) together imply (A, i), and (A, i) 
and (A, iii) together imply (A, ii) by Theorem 33.8 in Note X. 
(iv) If the Riesz-Fischer property holds and if Un -I- 0, e(un-Um) --+ 0, 
we may assume (by taking a subsequence) that 1 e( Un - Un+l) < 00, and 
00 
so e(un).;;; 1 e(Uk-Uk+l) --+ 0 as n --+ 00. 
k~n 
(v) Let Un -I- 0 and e(Un-um) --+ o. Then Un-Um t mUn, and so lce(un).;;; 
,;;;supm e(un-um) implies that e(un) -I- o. From Example 5.6 (iv) in Note II 
it follows that (A, 0) does not imply the weak Fatou property. 
00 
Theorem 61.2. (A, 0) is equivalent to 1 e(un)<oo and u=supn 
00 I 
(Ul+ ... +Un) exists implies e(u).;;; 1 e(un). Note that this is not the same 
I 
as asserting that the Riesz-Fischer property holds. 
Proof. Assume that (A, 0) holds and that 1 e(un ) <00 and u=supn 
(Ul+ ... +Un) exists. Then vn=U-(Ul+ ... +Un) -I- 0, e(vn-vm) --+ 0 as n, 
00 
m --+ 00 imply e(vn) -I- o. Hence e(u) =lim e(Ul + ... +Un)';;; 1 e(l£n). Con-
I 
versely, assume that 0.;;; Un -I- 0 and e( Un - um) --+ 0 as n, m --+ 00. Then 
in order to prove that e(un ) -I- 0 there is no loss in generality to assume 
that 1 e(Un-Un+l) <00. Observing that Un= (un-Un+l) + (un+l -Un+2) + 
m 
+ ... +(um-Um+l)+um+l(m;;;.n) it follows that un=supm (1 (Uk-
-Uk+l)), and so e(Un)';;; 1 e(Uk-Uk+l) --+ 0 as n --+ 00. 
k;::'n 
k~n 
In the following theorem we shall show that in the definition of (A, 0) 
sequences can be replaced by directed systems. 
Theorem 61.3. If e satisfies (A, 0), then e satisfies also the followin 
condition: O.;;;u~ -I- 0 and {uT } is a e-Cauchy net implies that e(u~) -I- o. 
Proof. If O,;;;uT -I- 0 and {uT } is a e-Cauchy net, then by Lemma 33.3 
(i) in Note X there exists a sequence UTn -I- such that SUPT e(inf (UT, UTn)-
-UTn) -I- 0 and every lower bound of {UTn} is a lower bound of {UT}, and 
so UTn -I- o. Furthermore, if n<m, then e(UTn -UTm)=e(UTn -inf (UTn' UTm))';;; 
42 Series A 
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,;;;;supTe(inf(Ur,Urn)-uTn)-!-O as n----';>-oo, and hence {Urn} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence. Thus (A, 0) implies that e(UTn ) -!- 0, and so e(UT) -!- O. 
We can then strengthen Theorem 38.1 in Note XII as follows. 
Theorem 61. 4. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) e has (A, 0). 
(ii) Suprema and infima of monotone Oauchy sequences in Le are pre-
served under the imbedding of Le into Le * * . 
(iii) Suprema and infima of directed Cauchy nets in Le are preserved 
under the imbedding of Le into Le **. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent by Theorem 38.1 in Note XII. The 
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows immediately from Theorem 61.3. 
Since (A, 0) does not necessarily imply (A, i), or (A, ii) for that matter, 
it follows from Theorem 38.2 and Theorem 38.3 in Note XII that in the 
preceding theorem we may not delete the word Cauchy. If, however, 
(A, 0) holds, then the imbedding of Le into Le, the norm completion of 
Le, does preserve suprema and infima of arbitrary collections as will be 
shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 61. 5. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) Le has (A, 0). 
(ii) For every 0 <j E Le there exists an element 0 < u E Le such that 
O<u.;;;;/ 
(iii) For every O<j E Le,j=sup (u: O.;;;;u.;;;;j and u E Le)' 
(iv) Suprema and infima of countable systems are preserved under the 
imbedding of Le into Le. 
(v) Suprema and infima of arbitrary systems are preserved under the 
imbedding 01 Le into Le. 
Proof. (i) =*" (ii). Let O<j E Le and assume that O.;;;;u.;;;;j and u E Le 
implies u=o. Given 8>0, then by Theorem 60.6, there is an element 
o.;;;;l E Ae such that i.;;;;j and e{j-i}<8. From o.;;;;i E Ae it follows that 
there is a sequence O.;;;;ln E Le (n= 1,2, ... ) such that In -!- and e(i-ln} -!- o. 
Hence, by Lemma 26.1 in Note VIII, In -!- l in Le. Assume now that 
O,;;;;u E Le and u.;;;;ln for all n= 1,2, .... Then i.;;;;j implies that u.;;;;j, and 
so by hypothesis, u=o. Thus In -!- 0 in Le' Then {In} being a e-Cauchy 
sequence it follows from (A, O) that e(ln} -!- 0, i.e., i = O. We conclude that 
e{j)=e{j-i)<8 for all 8>0, i.e., j=O which is a contradiction. 
(ii) =*" (iii). Since Le is a Riesz subspace in L e, (ii) =*" (iii) follows im-
mediately from Theorem 59.1. 
(iii) =*" (iv). Let O,;;;;un E Le (n= 1,2, ... ) and let Un -!- 0 in Le' If O<j E Le 
satisfies j';;;;Un (n= 1,2, ... ), then by (iii) there is an element o<u E Le 
such that U.;;;;j';;;;Un (n= 1,2, ... ). This contradicts Un -!- 0 in Le. and so 
Un -!- 0 in Le' 
Now we shall first prove that (iv) =*" (i). To this end, let O,;;;;un -!- 0 in 
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LQ and let e(un-um) ~ 0 as n, m ~ 00. Then by (iv), Un -I- 0 in LQ. Since 
LQ is norm complete it follows that there is an element j E LQ such that 
e(J-Un) ~ 0 as n~oo. Hence, by Lemma 26.1 in Note VIII,j=O, and 
so e(un) -I- O. This shows that (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are equivalent. Now 
(v) '* (iv) is trivial. Furthermore, (iii) '* (v) can be shown in the same 
way as the implication (iii) '* (iv). Thus (v) is also equivalent to any of 
the equivalent statements (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) respectively. 
Corollary 6l.6. UQ=(LQ)+ implies (A, 0). 
Proof. Indeed, UQ = (LQ)+ implies that (ii) of Theorem 6l.5 holds. 
In the following theorem we give, for later reference, a sufficient con-
dition in order that LQ is locally norm complete. 
Theorem 61.7. If LQ has the property (A, 0) and if LQ is a-Dedekind 
complete, then LQ is locally norm complete, and hence LQ is an ideal in LQ. 
Proof. If LQ has the property (A, 0) and if LQ is a-Dedekind complete, 
then obviously every order bounded monotone e-Cauchy sequence is 
convergent, and so AQ C LQ. Then Theorem 60.6 implies that LQ is an 
ideal in LQ, and so by Theorem 60.9, LQ is locally norm complete. 
E x amp I e 6 l. 8. Let L be the Riesz space of all real continuous 
functions on the unit interval 0.;;;;: x.;;;;: 1, and let e be the norm eU)= 
= If(O)1 + SA If(x)ldx. Then it is easy to see that e does not satisfy (A, 0) 
but it obviously sati.sfies the property (A, iii) (every monotone order 
bounded sequence is a e-Cauchy sequence). In this case, UQ 7'= (LQ )+. 
Furthermore its norm completion is isomorphic and isometric with the 
normed Riesz space R EEl L 1, where R denotes the real number system. 
62. Cauchy integrals 
Let LQ be a normed Riesz space. An element q; E LQ * is called a e-
Cauchy integral, whenever O,;;;;:un -I- 0 and {un} is a e-Cauchy sequence 
implies that infn 1q;(un)I=O. The set of all e-Cauchy integrals will be 
denoted by L:' cc' 
In the following theorem we shall collect some minor results. 
Theorem 62.1. (i) q; E L:'cc if and only if q;+ E L:'cc and q;- E L;'cc 
if and only if 1q;1 E I.I;'CC' 
(ii) If O,;;;;:uT -I- 0 and {uT } is a e-Cauchy net, then q; E L;'cC implies 
infT 1q;(uT)1 =0. 
(iii) L:'cc is a normal subspace of L: and L;'c C L;'cc' 
Proof. The proof of (i) is similar to the proof of Theorem 20.1 in 
Note IV, the proof of (ii) is similar to the proof of Theorem 6l.3 and the 
proof that L:'cc is a normal subspace of L: is similar to the proof of 
Theorem 20.2 in Note VI. L:,c C L;'cc is trivial. 
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An element cP E LQ * is called a singular e-Cauchy functional whenever 
cP 1- 'IjJ for all 'IjJ E L;'cc· 
Theorem 62.2. The set L;'88 of all singnlar e-Canchy fnnctionals is 
a normal snbspace of LQ *. In addition, LQ * =L;'cc E8 L;'88; in other words, 
every cP E LQ * has a nniqne decomposition cP = cpee + cpss, where cpee E L;' cc and 
cp.,s E L;' ss. 
In particnlar, for every 0 <, cp E LQ * we have 
cpee=SUp ('IjJ: O<,'IjJ<'cp and 0<''IjJ E L;'cc). 
We can supplement Theorem 30.7 in Note IX as follows. 
Theorem 62.3. Let LQ be a normed Riesz space, and let A be an 
ideal in LQ. If O<cp E A/ and if cp is a e-Canchy integral on A, then cpm, 
its minimal extension, is a e-Cauchy integral on LQ. 
Proof. Let O<,un t u and let {~tn} be a e-Cauchy sequence. Given 
e>O, there exists v EA such that O<,v<,n and cpm(u)<,cp(v)+e. Since 
vn=inf (v, un)<,v we have that Vn E A (n= 1,2, ... ) and Vn t v. Further-
more, Ivn-vml <, IUn-uml for all n, m implies that {vn} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence, and so cp(vn) t cp(v). Hence cpm(u) < sup cp(vn) + e < sup cpm(un) + e. 
It follows that cpm(Un) t cpm(U), and so cpm is a Cauchy integral on L. 
We shall now present still another characterization ofthe property (A, 0). 
Theorem 62.4. LQ has the property (A, 0) if and only if every cp E L/ 
is a e-Cauchy integral. 
Proof. Let O<,un {- 0 and assume that {Un} is a e-Cauchy sequence. 
Then L;=L;'cc implies that {un} decreases weakly to zero, and so by 
Mazur's theorem (cf. Lemma 22.6 in Note VI) {Un} decreases to zero in 
norm, i.e., e(un ) {- o. 
The following theorem parallels Theorem 24.2 in Note VII. 
Theorem 62.5. Let LQaa be the subset of LQ of all fELQ such that 
If I >Un {- 0 and {Un} is a e-Cauchy sequence implies that cp(un) {- 0 for every 
0< cp E LQ *. Then LQ aa is the largest ideal on which every cp E LQ * is a e-
Cauchy integral, LQaa = 1.(L;'ss), and so LQaa is norm closed. Furthermore, 
LQaa= {t: f E LQ, If I >Un {- 0, {nn} is a e-Cauchy seqnence implies e(un) {- OJ. 
Proof. Only LQaa = 1.(L;'ss) needs a proof. It is obvious that 1.(L;'S8) C 
C LQaa. In order to prove the converse, let 0 < cp E L;'8S and let 'IjJ be the 
restriction of cp to LQaa. Then 'IjJ is a e-Cauchy integral on LQaa, and so 
its minimal extension 'ljJm, by Theorem 62.3, is a e-Cauchy integral on LQ. 
Then 0 <, 'ljJm <, cp on LQ and cp E L;' 88 implies that 'ljJm = 0 on L. Hence 
cp='ljJm=O on LQaa. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 62.5. Let B be an ideal in L/. Then the largest ideal 
LQ aa( B) on which every element cp E B is a e-Cauchy integral satisfies LQ aa( B) = 
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=.L(BnL: .• o)' In particular, if epELe*' then Leaa((/J)=Nq;o., where (/J is 
the normal subspace of Le * generated by ep. 
It is easy to see that the Riesz space Le of Example 61.8 satisfies 
Leaa= {O}. 
For the following theorems we refer for notation and terminology to 
section 56 in Note XV. 
Let A C Le be an ideal. Then A is said to be e-Cauchy super order 
dense whenever for every 0 < U E Le, there exists a sequence 0 < Un E A 
(n= 1,2, ... ) such that Un t ~t and {un} is a e-Cauchy sequence. 
Let o<U E Le and let n=n({Un}, IX), O<IX< 1, be an exhausting system, 
where {Un} is a e-Cauchy sequence as well. Then the following lemma 
parallels Lemma 56.1 in Note XV. 
Lemma 62.6. For every O<u E Le and every ideal Be L/, L"'(B) n 
n Au is e-Cauchy super order dense in Au, where Au is the ideal generated 
by u, for all n=n({un}, IX), O<IX<1 and {Un} is a e-Cauchy sequence. 
The following theorem parallels Theorem 56.2 in Note XV and its 
proof is similar. 
Theorem 62.7. For every ideal Be L/ we have Leaa(B) n Au= 
= n (L~(B n L:' 08 ): n=n({Un}, IX), O<IX<I, {Un} is a e-Cauchy seq.) n Au. 
As an immediate Corollary we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 62.8. For every O<uELe, the set of all epEL:' 88 such that 
Nrp n Au is e-Cauchy super order dense in Le is an order dense ideal in L:' 88 • 
We are now also in a position to show that epee can be obtained from ep 
by a simple formula. ,_ 
In Theorem 20.4 in Note VI it was shown that if 0 < u ELand 0 < ep E L 
are given, the integral component epe of ep satisfies epe( u) = inf (lim ep( un) : 
O<un t u). In an analogous fashion we define, for every O<ep E Le * and 
every o<u E Le, <j?(u)=inf (lim ep(un): O<un t u and {Un} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence). 
In the following theorem we shall show that <j? = epee. 
Theorem 62.9. Let O<ep EL/ and let o<u ELe' Then epee(u)= 
=inf (lim ep(un): O<un t u and {Un} is a e-Cauchy sequence). 
Proof. In a standard fashion (cf. Theorem 20.4 in Note VI) it is 
shown that <j? can be extended uniquely to a positive linear functional 
on Le' Then in the same way as we proved Theorem 57.4 in Note XV 
it can be shown, by usi.ng Theorem 62.8, that <j? = epee. 
An elementary proof is also available. The following proof is due to 
A. C. ZAANEN. We show first that <j? is linear and then observe that the 
infimum in <j? is not enlarged if we restrict ourselves to 0 < Un t u, L e( un-
-Un+l)<=. We will prove that <j? is a e-Cauchy integral, or equivalently, 
that if Un E Le +, ~t= L Un and L e(un) < =, then <j?(u) = L <j?(Un). For this 
purpose, observe first that for each n there exists a e-Cauchy sequence 
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O<Umn t mUn such that limm !p(Umn ) <q;(un)+eI2n. Then Vn=Unl +Un2+ 
+ ... +unn satisfies O<vn t u, and for m>n we have e(Vm-Vn) <e(Uml-
- Unl) + ... +e(umn-unn) +e(ltm,n+l) + ... +e(Umn). Given e> 0, there exists 
no such that .2n>no e(un) < e. All terms in the above inequality with second 
index greater than no yield together less than e, and the remaining terms 
together yield less than 8 if m, n are sufficiently large on account of 
{um!}, ... , {Umno} being e-Cauchy sequences. Hence {vn} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence, and so q;(u) <lim !p(vn) <.2 q;(un) +8. It follows that q;(u) < 
<.2 q;(un), and since the inverse inequality is evident, we obtain q;(u) = 
= .2 q;(un). 
Having shown thus that q; is a e-Cauchy integral, we have q; < !pee. 
On the other hand !pee <!p implies that !pee < q;. But !pee = !pee, so !pee < q;. 
Hence !pee = q;. 
63. Order convergence and norm convergence 
Let L be a Riesz space and let L be a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space K. 
A sequence In (n= 1,2, ... ) of elements of L is said to be K-order con-
vergent to an element I E L whenever there exists a sequence 0 < kn E K 
(n= 1,2, ... ) such that kn {- 0 and Itn- II <kn (n= 1,2, ... ). Furthermore, 
a sequence {In: n= 1, 2, ... } is called a K-order Cauchy sequence whenever 
there exists a decreasing sequence kn E K (n= 1,2, ... ) such that kn {- 0 
and I/n- Iml < k n for all n= 1,2, ... (m:>n). 
If LQ is a Riesz normed Riesz space, then it is well known that LQ-order 
convergence does not necessarily imply norm convergence. Every, mono-
tone e-convergent sequence is obviously LQ-order convergent. But of 
course an LQ-order convergent monotone sequence is not necessarily norm 
convergent. The latter will be the case whenever e has the property (A, i), 
i.e., Un {- 0 implies e(un) {- O. 
If (A, 0) does not hold, then even LQ-order convergent e-Cauchy sequences 
need not be norm convergent. The condition (A, 0) expresses that this 
should be the case for monotone sequences. 
We begin with the following fundamental lemma. 
Lemma 63.1. Let O<un ELQ (n=l, 2, ... ) and .2e(Un+l-Un)<=. 
Then, lor every 8> 0, there exists an index no =nO(8) and sequences 01 positive 
elements {vn}, {Wn} (n=no,no+l, ... ) 01 LQ such that (i) un<vn+wn 
(n=no, no+ 1, ... ), (ii) un:>vn {- and {vn} is a e-Cauchy sequence, (iii) 
e(Wn)<8 lor all n=no, no+l, .... 
00 
Proof. Determine no(e) such that .2 e(Un-Un+l) <812. Set vno=uno 
" ".+1 
and Vn=(uno - .2 IUn-un-II)+ for n>no. Set wno=O and Vn+Wn= 
" ".+1 
= Uno + .2 I Un - un-II for n > no. This proof is due to A. C. ZAANEN . 
... +1 
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Theorem 63.2. Let Le be a normed Riesz space. Then Le has (A, 0) 
it and only it O<un E Le, n= 1,2, ... , {Un} is Le-order convergent to zero 
and e(Un-Um) -J>- 0 as n, m -J>- = imply e(Un) -J>- o. 
Proof. It is obvious that the condition is sufficient. In order to prove 
that the condition is necessary we observe that if {un} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence, order convergent to zero, then there is no loss in generality to 
assume that Le(Un+1-Un)<=. Then 8>0 given, by Lemma 63.1, there 
are sequences {vn}, {wn} such that (i) Un,?Vn,), and {vn} is a e-Cauchy 
sequence, (ii) Un<Vn+Wn (n=no, no+ 1, ... ) and (iii) e(Wn)<e (n=no, 
no+ 1, ... ). Since Un -J>- 0 in order in Le it follows that there is a decreasing 
sequence {zn} in Le such that O<Un<zn,), o. Hence Vn<Un<Zn implies 
that Vn,), o. Then (A, 0) implies that e(vn) ,), 0, and so lim sup e(un) <8 
for all 8>0, i.e., e(un ) -J>- 0 on n -J>- =. 
The preceding result is of course an Arzela type theorem for e-Cauchy 
sequences which are order convergent. 
Theorem 63.4. Every (!-Oauchy sequence in Le contains a sub-
sequence which is order convergent in Le. 
Proof. If e(Un-um) -J>- 0 as n, m -J>- =, then there exists a sub-
sequence {Vn} such that L e(vn+1-vn)<=. Then, let In = supm (Vn, ... , Vm). 
It is then easy to see that if I is the e-limit of the sequence {Un} that 
IVn -II < lIn -II and that In ,), I in Le. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 63.5. It Le is complete, then every e-convergent sequence 
contains a subsequence which is order convergent to the norm limit ot the 
given sequence. 
(To be continued) 
